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A BACTERIOLOGICAL
STUDY OF MILK.
The common phenomenon of sotirlng of milk is due to niinyt^ • ijir-
ganisms Known as bacteria. However, all Kinds of bacteria do not
cause souring or coagulation of milk, certain of them affect it
II
tiifferently. Some forms, when present, produce pigment of differ-
i ent colors, some produce peculiar odors, while others jrow In
' milk but produce no noticeable effect, and still others may live
there but not multiply, The spoiling of meats, canned fruit, and
in fact all putrefaction is usually caused by bacteria of some
kind.
We must not, howeto-er, look at bacteria as altogether being
detrimental to man, for they have economic values as well. We need
bacteria to decompose our waste products. If we did not have them
organic matter would pile u^, and our soils wo ild soon become ex-
hausted, for the bacte-ria often figure greatly in the fertility
of our soils. They are also made use of in commercial lines, e.g.,
in making vinegar, in ripening of cream, in making kumiss> etc,
and the allied organisms Known as yeasts are used in the manufact-
ure of alcohol and bread.
Under natural conditions it is not often the case that one
species brings abput the desired result but generally there are
different forms that enter the different steps. Consider for a
1
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moment the proteids of milk; these are formed in their decomposi-
tion peptones, and in some cases ammonia. The peptones are often
produced t>y a single kind ^ut more often the secondary albumens are
first formed, and from them by another transformation the peptones
are produced. In the decomposition sf sugars or alcohols, aide-
hides or keytones are first formed, and then acids are produced.
The work of bacteria can certainly be called a process of
decomposition. In few instances are bacteria known to be able to
build up material, from a lowc-.r to a higher form, The work of
jj
bacteria is therefore, an^' vary properly, called a process of
Ij katabolism. That is they iiave usually no power to utilize the sun's
energy. In this respect they differ from the higher plants and
they must rely altogether upon the media in which they live as
their source of energy. The exceptions are only in regard to a
few species living in soil. These seem to utilize energy in the
form of heat and thus may live on inorganic matter and ^uild up
complex from simple chemical substances. One or more species of
bacterii also have a purole colored substance by which they have
like green plants, the power of decomposing carJbon dioxide when
exposed to light.
Bacteria are the smallest living organisms: they are single
celled and belong to the lowest form of plants. These organisms
are so minute that they can only be seen with the aid of high
magnifying powers, and some, e.g. those present in the vaccine for
small-pox, are so small that they can not be seen even with the
best microscope and the best methods of staining.
Bacteria differ somewhat in forrrf and size, but the difference
is so small, that in most cases they can not be separated into

into species, by the use of the microscope alone. In regard to form
they are divided into three main divisions, viz.- 1. Coccus,
2. Bacillus, and 3. Spirillum. All bacteria may be referred to one
of these three divisions, but there may Ije gradations from the
types .
When bacteria are globular and single they are called Micro-
coccus, but if they are in pairs they are called Diplococcus. Some-
times they are attached and form long chains;, they are called
Streptococcus. If they form clusters instead of chains they are
called Staphylococcus. The term Bacillus includes all rod shaped
forms. These vary greatly in length and width, often in the same
species, especially when grown under different conditions. The
term Spirillum includes all forms that are spiral or that have a
tendency to be so, e. g. curved forms are classed here as well as
those that have a corkscrew shape.
The distribution of bacteria is very'wide, for they are found
in air, soil, water and dust; on our clothes, on our skin, in our
food, and the alimentary canal,- in short in almest every conceivalpfe
place. This is not so because they have great power of locomotion,
for they have no motion, except very slight wiggling motion when in
a liquid medium, but it. is true because they are so very small and
light that they are easily cairied about by currents of air, espec-
ially on dust particles, however minute they may be.
|j
Bacteria can not often live for any great length of timev
suspended in the air, because the conditions are such as are detrima
jl
tal to their life. This can not be said of the forms that are
1
found in the soil, for the conditions there as to moisture, tem-
perature and light are favorable for the kinds found there.
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Most of them, however, grow best within a few inches of the sur-
face, but some may be found at a depth of several feet.
Most waters, especially sewage add drainage waters, contain
sufficient organic matter to serve as food for bacteria. Bacteria
may fiLll into water from the air or be washed out of the soil,
but many forms are present which are not usually found in the air
or soil, especially is this true of stagnant pools rich in organic
matter. Well water, especially of deep wells is as a rule, quite
free from bacteria, for the thick layer of soil through which the
water passes to reach them acts as a filter.
The growth of bacteria like all other living organisms bear
a direct relation to their surroundings. Certain conditions are
absolutely necessary before they can develop. Other conditions,
though of advantage, are not of such vital importance. The three
most important conditions are Known to be; fl) food supo ly j I'S/ tem-
perature, ^3jmolsture.
Regarding the food products, much difference exists for dif-
ferent kinds. Most of the disease producing forms are eery partic-
ular in their tfe«4j: selection of foods. The more common species,
or such as live in milk, are net so delicate in this respect.
Their food supiy can best be known from the places. in whic ' they
naturally abound.
Food for bacteria in order to be available must be in solu-
tion, for it must pass through the cell wall by osmosis. They do
sometimes live on solid material, but in such cases they are able
to produce enough chemical change by bringing material into solu-
tion to support themselves. The food must contain nitrogen, carbon,
V
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oxygen and small quantities of mineral matter. As a rule the first
two are best made use of when in organic form rather than when in
the inorganic condition. Milk contains all thes?. substances and in
a form that can readily be utilized. We find for this reason that
a large number of kinds will grow in milk. If media are too con-
centrated bacteria can not grow in them hence jellies or syrups
are not suitable for their use. After sufficient dilution of such
materials, the bacteria grow very readily in them.
Regarding the degree of heat necessary for the growth of
bacteria it is similar to that of other plants, a certain degree
of warmth is necessary for their actil^ity. The temperature at
which bacteria grow best varies with di f ferent species . The forms
living within our bodies, that is the disease producear3, grow best
at the temperature of our bodies. These forms do not grow except
within a narrow range of temperature, but most of the other forms
are not so particular. There are, however few forms that multiply
below 4 degrees aad^there are some knov/n that can live and multiply
at zero Centigrade. When the temperature goes below this t ley
fall into a torpor from which they awaken only alter the increase
in temperature. When they are in such torpor-like condition they
can resist a great amount of cold.
It is, however, not only cold but also heat which arrests the
development of bacteria. Fev. forms are able to grow above 50
degrees C, some have been found to live and multiply at from 65
to 70 degrees. At higher temperatures they are quite easily killed,
except when in the spore state. A few trials gave me the following
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at
Bacteria at 48 C. at 50 C.
1/2 hr. 1/2 hr.
Bacillus.
no; I
. GREW ' GREW
NO. II. GREW J
at boiling
1/2 hr.
boi 1 ing
20 min.,
1
-
D i 1 i n g
15 min.
boil in
t6 mt
NO. III. GREW
NO. IV. GREW ...
NO. V. GREW
,
NO. VI . 1 GREW ___ __. I -- -
The descriptions of the kinds tried is given later. The aim was t(j
have new cultures free from spores.
It was mentioned above that the food of bacteria must be in
the liquid condition, A certain amount of moisture is therefore
necessary, before growth can take place. Or ganic substances such
as fresh animal and vegetable tissues contain sufficient water to
permit growth.
A large number of bacteria require the presence of oxygen,
and would die if they Had not access to it. These forms are
called AEROBIC bacteria. Oxygen, on the other hand is detrimental
to many forms; these are known as ANAEROBIC forms. Many thrive
both in the presence and absence of oxygen; these are sometimes
said to be areofcic and facultative anaerobic.
The great majority of bacteria prefer darkness, but some will
grow in direct light. Direct sunlight as a rule kills bacteria.
It is therefore the cheapest way to kill these organisms. This is
of the greatest advantage to the majority of dairies^ especially
in the smaller ones where steam is not accessible. It seems to
keep bacteria in checn, for the utensils, when -thus exposed are
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practically sterile.
Bacteria multiply very rapidly if they are not checked in
some way, for under favorable conditions the more rapidly growing
kinds multiply once every thirty minutes. They reproduce by divis-
ion. A single cell divides, and gives rise to two cells, each of
these again divides and so on. Now if there were bo check and they
continued to double themselves every thirty minutes they would
soon fill the sers and oceans. This is, however, not the way they
actually do inJiatire, for the conditions are not always perfect.
The food supply, the conditions of temperature and moist ire, are
not always ideal for the growth of these organisms, but v%ry often
such as will kill them in great numbers. There is another way
by which bacteria reproduce themselves, but it is not a method
of multiplication. When conditions are not favorable for these
organisms, they have the power to produce what are generally
known as SPORES. The cell contents gathers up into a small lump
and a thick wall forms over it, similar to a seed in many respects.
In this spore condition they are able to endure many hardships.
They withstand boiling *ater for a considerable time. They are
not killed for v/ant of food or for lack of moisture. When condi-
tions again become favorable these spores germinate and form a new
cell which has the power of division the same as above described.
Many Kinds of bacteria are useful in dairying, as well as in
other arts. Ripening cream is Drobably the most important process
in which bacteria are made use of in our more common dairies.
They are however, very essential in the ripening of cheese. In
the former case they put the cream into better condition fdr
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churnin? and imparts to butter a much better flavor. So well is
this fact established that within recent years there have been
companies formed to deliver to us cultures which will produce bet-
ter butter. These will, however, become harmful when the milk should
be preserved. So also when we consider the putrefactive forms in
the right light, they are useful. They may not be useful in the
art of dairying, but in other lines, e. g. the putrefying forms
causing decomposition of organic matter thus producing humus in
the soil
.
The bacteria so far mentioned do not cause disearse and are
therefore known as NON-PATHOGENIC to distinguish them from the
PATHOGENIC or disease-producing forms. The non-pathogenic forms
do not cause angi great derangement when taken into the body,
even when they gain entrance in large numbers. The great majority
of bacteria belong to this class.
The pathogenic bacteria cause some form of derangement or
other. The body is able to resist the attack of many of these germs
especially when it is in good health. When, however, a person's
body is not in good condition these forms very readily do him in-
jury. That is when a person is not feeling well he is more jipt
to contr^.ct a disease than whei. he is in a hr^^^lth" vigorous state.*
Most of the pathogenic kinds produce a toiin or poison which
is the direct cause of the evil and causes the fatal results. All
diseases that are contagious are produced by bacteria or similar
living things and many that are not contagious in the common sense
of the term, e.g. tetaneous or consumption. The diseases of our
domestic animals are caused by bacteria, as well as those of man
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and in many cases the sai^e species will oroduce similar effects
in man and beast. Some forms will only grow on one species of ani-
mal but closely allied forms may develop on different species.
The way bacteria spread from one patient to another is not
always sufficiently plain for us to follow the process. But some
of themost common ways are by the wind, on our clothes, in the
drinking water and in ojr food. Milk is a very good conveyor of
them, either by carrying the disease from animal to man or by
the milk getting contaminated and thus communicating the germs to
man. From milk, butter and cheese are often infected, but it is
claimed by some eminent scientists that butter and cheese are det-
rimental to the li 'e of pathogenic bacteria, at least to certain
species.
|l
In mi lk,bacte ria multiply rapidly, but they- are quite readily
exterminated by sufficient increase of heat. Some of the more com- \>
men Kinds in mil/, are named below. After each species is placed the ^
temperature at which they are killed by ten minute's exposure.
These figures are from Sternhug's MANUAU of BACffERIOLOGY. Bacillus
of tubercilosis 75 C. ; Bacillus of diphtheria^ 58 C. ; Bacillus of
glanders ^55 C. ; Bacillus of typhoid fever ^56 C. ; Diplococcus of
pneumonia, 52 C. ; Spirillum of Asiatic .";hol^ra^52 C. ; Bacillus
Col i-Communis ,68 C.
We see from this that milk is freed from all dangerous germs
at a temperature considerable Ipelow boilin- but if not so subjected
to heat they will live in milk for an indefinite length of ^ me
.
In butter according to H. Laser, vol. Ill, E.S.R. p. ^2?^ path-
o~enic bacteria live only 5 or 6 days. H.Weigmann, vol. VI, E.S.R.
p. 168, states that cholera bacteria actually multiply in milk,
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but when the milk is employed in cheese making they died nine hours
after the addition of rennet. He concludes that there is, therefore,
no danger of infection from cheese.
The one diseas- which is probably most often spread throu2;h
milk is tuberculosis. The greatest danger of the piesence o' this
germ in milk is wnen the cow has tuberculois of the udder. Milk
can not very readily be tested for these germs, but the most prac-
tical method is that given by rh r- "Milk is first treated with
a potash solution to saponify the fat, then with acetic acid to
dissolve the casein. After this the whole is whirled in a cen-
trifuge for ten minutes. The liquid is then poured off, the sedi-
ment washed v/ith water, and examined under the microscope after
staining in the usual manner".
Milk as it exists in the udder of a healthy cow is usually
sterile, but bacteria gain entrance into the teats and often get
up a considerable distance and a?ter they have entered they mul-
tiply rapidly because the conditions for their growth are ideal.
It follows from this that the fore-milk or the milk first drawn is
apt to be very rich in bacteria and for that reason furnishes a
large supply of bacteria to the whole milk. The stable air is an-
other source from which the milk receives a large supply of its
bacteria, and especially is this true if feeding, handling, of
bedding, or anything else that will raise dust, is going on during
milking. The air of the barn is nearly always well supplied with
oacteria, but the raising of |reat clouds of dust through which the
mlk gets more than its necessary share of germs can easily be
prevented by not stirrin^: feed or litter within an hour or t'-o
rev i oti"s t o 11 k i ns
.
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Small particles of dust or dun? sticKing to the hair of the
cow are easily rubbed off and may fall into the milk. This, es-
pecially in the cas- of the latter substance can be prevented, par-
tially, by supplying good bedding. The small particles lodged
among the .:air, generally small scales of skin are very rich in
bacteria. These gain access into the milk unless the cows are
kept exceptionally clean. The contamination from this source can
be greatly reduced by dampening the udder and flanks just previous
to milking.
Another and quite extensive sort of infection of milk is from
the clothes and hands of the milker. Our hands are not germ free
when clean and very far from it, a'ter handling dusty feeds etc.
The milking should in no case, be done with wet hands— a custom
so common that we even, sometimes, hear it asserted that it is
impossible to milk with dry hands. This is, however, not only
possible but absolutely necessary. The clothes of the milker sup-
ply a great many bacteria. The milker should have an extra suit to
milk in, and this should be, preferably, white so as to show all
dirt. These clothes can be light and large enough so that they
easily slip over the other clothes.
All utensils which are used in handl in<^^ifi\^<^Vle'ri le . In our
modern dairies where steam is available they are easily rendered so,
but in most dairies where steam is not used the next best thing
is to expose thejr to direct sunlight for several houors. The uten-
sils, especially the buckets, should be made of tin and not wood,
and these tin vessels should be as frare of seams as possible^ for
here is where the '^ilk lodges and is hard +o clean out. '^h^ "^-^rd
dry particles of milK lodged in these crevices are literally loaded
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with bacteria and' will contribute tbeir share to the milk.
After the mill- comes from the barn it is necessary to cdoI
,
it quickly for these bacteria rnultinly very rapid'ly. Milk when it
is drawn f roir cows is very near the ODtiraurn ?:rowino- temDerature,'
for many bacteria, and- it is therefore necessary to chanq^e these co]i
ditions as soon as possible. If it is cooled nuickly the (^rowth is
checked and many of the snores will not <":errainate. It is also
necessary to remove mi 11^ from the barn as soon as possible after
drawin?: to prevent any further contamination and also to orevent thm
absorption of odors. Milk is a o;ood medium for bacteria to srow in
and they will multiply very rapidly. If conditions of temperature
are favorable milk sooils within a few hours. As a rule one form
predominates but by no means always the same species. The species
that predominate generally produce a by-product which is detrimenta
to the other forms and tends ?ilso to check the q^rowth of its own
species. This is, however, of no commercial value to us, for milk,
in order to be marketable, must be as sweet as possible. The sim-
plest but not the most efficient method in keepin? milk sweet is '
to place it in as cold a Place as possible.
Milk left at ordinary room temperature or about 20t;. will sour in
from twelve to twenty-four hours. When the temperature is lowered
to about twelve de<^rees C. the period is much lon^^-er and several
trials gave me the followincr results: several samples of milk were
sterilized. One of these was inoculated with ac idi lactici , one
with ^. butvricus^ and anoth-^r with a mixture of the above two.
These were kept by me in rur^nin-^ tap water at about 1P*C. and the
milk soured within about two weeks, ^he milk inoculated with B.
butyricu s spoiled first, then the mixed sample and lastly the one
with ^. acidi lactic i. This seems to show that P. butyricu s pcrows
more rapidly than P. acid i lactici at low temperatures.
brother set similar to this^-'as ' ept in the University dairy
ice chest at a temperature of two to three dep^rees ^. After two
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months the inilK was still sweet and it was then tested for tne
number of bacteria present, and it proved to be practically sterile.
This tends to show that milk kept at this temperature is not soured
by these forms. This .T.ilk was, however, subsequently found to be
spoiled^not by the species with which it was inoculated bat by
B. Fluorescens Patidus. The milk probably got infected when the
above mentioned test iras made.
The rapidity of growth at higher temperatures was also triedy ,|
by planting certain cultures in agar plates, then subjecting these I'
to different temperatures and noting the size of the colonies.
For this purpose Bacillus No. I, No. II, No. Ill, and No. IV,
described later on were used. A plate of each of these was ex-
dee rees
posed at room temperature or about twenty^C, one in an incubator
at about thirty-three degrees C, and another in an incubator at
about thirty-seven de|;rees C. In every case the one left at room
temperature grew least, at the other temperatures they were prac-
tically the same. The first two having slightly larger colonies
at thirty-three degrees while the latter were in favor of thirty-
seven degrees. This method of procedure is only comparative and
far from accurate.
Another method was tried in determining the growth of D.
acidi lactici. This was by testing tlhe amount of acid produced
in a certain time. One culture of B. acidi lactici was obtained
from sour milk and the other was received from the Duplex Butter
Culture Co. One-twentieth normal sodium hydroxid was uaed in ti-
trating to determine the amount of acid. The first mentioned sam-
ple produced acid a little faster, and it was also noticedthat the
latter, after several transfers in bouillon would not coagulate
I

milk. This method can not be used in testing the rapidity of growth
bet'veen different sr^ecies, for ^mme r^roduce acid more rapidly and
in greater quantities than oiners.
It at once ippears very evident that the number of bacteria in
milk when it reaches the consumer, deo=nds on how the milk is
treated v/hen in v.ne barn, no/v it is cooled and how cool it is kept
subsequently. The dairyman can not control all these conditions ex-
cept in extraordinary circumstances. In most of our dairies the
seasons make a great deal of difference. What would be e cpected is
to have more contamination in winter than in summer, because the
cows, as a rule, are dirty and are kept in the barn. There is a
great deal of handling of litter, hay, etc., and this causes ~r^at
amount of dust to float around in the air. The barn is seldom
well aired for the dairyman is afraid to get the barn too cold
"or his animals. To counterbalance this is the cold weatliier and
it is easy to cool milk and to keep it cold, thus greatly checking
growth. In summer the animal s^cl ean, for as a rule they run in
the pasture and only lie down where there is a good clsan place.
Nothing is handled in the barn to raise dust, but the conditions of
temperature are first class for the development of bacteria.
It is a tedious gob to cool milK properly and just as hard work
to Keep it cool. To see whether the number of bacteria varies
with the seasons three collections were made from each of the
five dairies. The first was made in winter when it was very cold;
the ne <t when it was quite warm but before the cows were turned
on pasture, and before they were left out of doors at night;
and the last was intended to be late enough so that the cows were
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on the pastures and- left out doors at nit^ht and' was made about tbe
mid-die of May.
Tbe way the bacteria were counted was as follows: 1 c.c. of
milk was diluted with 100 c.c. of sterile water. Witla another sterile
pipette 1 n.c. was added to a melted' a^^ar tnbe -^nd the nntire con-
tents poured into a sterile plate. If the number of bacteria Is
ereat they are too many to be counted, so 1 c.c. of the above
100 c.c. was taken and diluted with another 100 c.c. of sterile
water, thus making a dilution of 1 to i /^^s^^OO, of this l c.c.
was plated as before mentioned. These two dilutions used, because
in most cases there was no method by wiich to estimate the number^
and the wide variation was overcome by making this 9;reat allowance
in plating;. When the number was small the first dilution was used
in counting but if it was lar^-e the other was used. The number ob- '
tained in 1 c.c. of each of the samDles collected was as follows:
/ 000
130, ooo
50 if, 000
55' ooo
S?,o o
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These samples were plated as soon as they reached the labor-
atory. They never were plated at the same' time so these figures,
represent the milk at the time it was delivered. The U. of I.
milk was received about, eight o'clock every m:oming,"' Dobbins
v
Corray and Graham delivered theirs soon after eight. Haineis was
not received in. the laboratory before one o'clock. It was collected
at a private house at about ten or eleven o '.clock and . then was
kept on ice until after dinner. The University of Illinois and
Corray milk was well cooled while that of Dobbins and Graham was
not. Dobbins', first delivertf was apparently not cooled at airj''and
was probably delivered immediately after milking.
From the facts known in this experiment that on proper cool-
ing we can get purer milk in summer than in wliiterV that Is'V the
contamination is less then than in winter. On the other hand if
the milk is improperly cooled and deliveredwhile it Is yet warm
the number of bacteria is much larger In summer than in winter.
It is evident that the purity of the milk or the number of bacte-
ria in the milk does not so much depend upon the season as upon
how it is handled, before it reaches the consumer.
From the figures in this experiment we also get some idea of the
number of bacteria in milk as It is generally delivered. In the
above it varies from 11,000 to 1,0:20,000 per c.c. At Madison,
Wisconsin, it was found that milk ranged from 15,000 to 2,000,000
per cubic centimeter. We should expect much purer milk in small
country towns where tlje milk is delivered the same day it is drawn
and sometimes twice a day, that is immediatly after each milking.
In large cities where the milk is shipped In by rail and often
great distances it usually takes from^ twenty four to' thirty-six
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hours from time of milking until it reaches the consumer. In
such cases the milk is often very near souring and the number of
bacteria is very great. A sample of milk almost sour was found to
contain, by actual count, about 19^,000,000 bacteria per cubic cen^'
timeter. Another, showing no signs of souring contained 9,500,000
per cubic centimeter.
Milk is often unfit for use on account of some peculiar odor
which it possesses. This odor may be due to several different causes,
One very common way that milk receives odor is by the cow eating
some food which possesses a strong and peculiar odor and this
is often transmitted to all the secretions of the body,' but to
milk especially,' materials that cause such odors in milk when eaten:
by the cow are: onions,' turnips, rape, distillery slops, etc.
The only preventative or remedy for such tainted milk is not to let
the cows have any of these materials that will transmit the odor
to the milk. Milk will often become tainted by direct physical
absorption of odors from the ba»n or dairy. At the Wisconsin
Station it was found that both cooled and warm milk will ali^sorb
odors,' the latter however much more readily.
The most common and the most numerous cases of tainted milk
and milk products are caused by bacteria. Almost every species oi
bacteria produces an odor or flavor of its own, and these will
vary from agreeable to very disagreeable ones. If the odor is due
to bacteria and appears from day to day, the infection is from the
same source and in such a case it is well worth looking for.
In many creameries, such cases have been traced to bad floors or
wooden platforms. In such places milk is spilled, and it can not
be thoroughly cleaned. These places as a rule remain damp all the
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time thus affording excellent growing conditions for bacteria.
We have seen that the number of bacteria, and also' the damage
caused by them can be greatly reduced by cleanliness, and by
keeping the milk at as low a temperature as possible. By no
practical method is it possible to p reduce absolutely sterile milk,j
because the sources of contamination are so" numerous, it Is almost
!
impossible to eliminate them all. The only way to get sterile
|
milk on a commercial scale is by killing those, bacteria present.
This can be done by adding poison but this would render the milk
worse than useless for consumption and for almost every other
purpose. It might do well enough to preserve milk for future anal-
ysis. We must therefore resort to other methods. Heating milk
to the boiling point will kill all those in the vegetative state but
the spores would not certainly be affected. These would soon
deNrelocj^ and the boiling would be for naught except possibly for
extending the time during which it will keep sweet.
Our pioneer bacteriologist s©on found that by killing the
bacteria in a vegetative condition, then after setting the medium i
away for the spores to develop^ by heating again, sterilization
can be effected. The method most commonly practiced is to heat
this medium to the boiling point and so keeping it for about
fifteen minutes on each of three successive days. Milk is often
rendered sterile in this way in the laboratory where it Is to be
used for experimental purposes.
In the processes of condensing milk to a small bulk,' it is
of the greatest importance to render this milk sterile or the work
would be of no avail} for this condensed milk is often shipBd
great distances and it may be years before it is consumed. There
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need be no danger in the consumption of such sterilized condensed
milk because throi^h it no disease will be communicated.
To render milk absolutely sterile reqaires very expensive
machinery and also a great deal of labor. It is however not neces-'
sary to heat it as often as above mentioned when heated under
pressure; but it is still a very expensive method to render milk
sterile and it does not pay if the milk is intended for immediate
consumption. This difficHlty of cost is in some measure overcome
by the process of pasteurization.
The object of pasteurization is to kill all the germs in the
vegetative state. Pasteurization is as a rule done at from 60° to
65'c. This is high enough to kill most bacteria and at this temwer-
ature milk will not acquire a cooked taste which is so much dis-
liked by many people. By heating the milk at the above temperature
from twenty to thirty minutes most of the bacteria are killed
except those in the spores condition. The more common forms of
disease germs spread through milk ( tuberculosisb typhoid fever,
etc.) do not produce spores, so pasteurization greatly f li/Rif\ates
the danger of spread of these diseases through milk. The keeping
quality is also greatly improved ^y killing the greater part of
the bacteria present in the milk. It will keiep sweet several days
longer than would be possible' without it, for the keieping auality
of milk greatly depends upon the number and kinds of bacteria
present in the milk.
between
To test the efficiency of past curizat ion, the number of bac-
teria present in milk and also the efficiency of quick and slow
heatfng,;^s%%Vral experiments were tried. Pasteurization was done
by heating about 125 c.c. of milk in a 250 c.c. EHenmyer flask.
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These flasks were placed in a sterilirer containing water at 66"'*C.
It was intened that the milk should be at this temperature for i
twenty minutes. The experiment was as follows. Flasks I amd II j
were heated quickly, that is they were irrmersed in water at 65
degrees; it was found by previous exoeriments that it took about
six minutes for the milk to get up to the same temperature as the
water. After the temperature was up for twenty minutes they were
cooled as quickly as oossible in cold water by constant shaking.
It took only a little more than a minute to so" cool the' milk.
Flasks III and IV were heated up slowly,' that is by placing them
in cold water and heating the water. It took about fifteen minutes
to heat up the water to 65 degrees and about three minutes more
until the milk was at that temperature. These' after being at
65 degrees for twenty minutes were set out into the room to cool
|
down slowly. Flasks V and VI were heated up quickly and caoled slowfyl
a s has already been described. Flasks VII and VIII were heated
|
slowly and cooled quickly. The odd-numbered flasks were just ordi-
nary milk from the dairy. The milk in the even -numbered flasks
was previously inoculated by a broth culture' of B« acidi_ lactic_i^
-asd B subtilis, B. mesentericus vulgatus and B. bijtyricus. It
was the aim to have these cultures old so that they contained
many spores. The number of bacteria was determined in the samples
before pastureization, and then again betiveen two and three days
after it. The milk in the meantime was kept in a rather cool place.
It was not so much the exact number of bacteria present but the
I
relative number present after these treatments that was looked for.
The figures thus obtained are given in the following tables.
.
I
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In every case the inoculated milk had a threat many more bacteria
after pasteurization as well as before. The difference however is
not as great after heating as it was before. Heating quickly and
cooling quickly has in every case the least number of bacteria.
Heating slowly and cooling slowly in every case has the highest '
except in the second experiment, with the original milk,' in heating
quickly and cooling slowly and heating slowly and cooling quickly;
also in the fourth experiment in the inoculated milk, in heating
quickly and cooling slowly. The result of heating quickly and cool-
ing slowly is higher than the heating quickly and cooling quickly
but lower as a rule than heating slowly and cooling slowly.
In the first two experiments in both the original and inoculated
is it l«wer than the heating slowly and cooling quickly. In the
other four experiments heating slowly and cooling quickly gave
better results.
We may conclude from these few experiments that: 1. the cleaner
or the freer the milk from bacteria, the more effective the' pas-'
te UKiiation. 2. Heating quickly and caroling quickly is the' most
effective method of pasteurization. 3. Heating quickly and cooling
slowly and heating slowly and croling quickly are more' effective
than heating slowly and cooling slowly. 4. Heating slowly and
cooling quickly is more effective than heating ouickly and cooling
slowly. If by some method the temperature could be raised quicker,
heating quickly might be more effective than it now is as compared
with cooling quickly.
It is universally understood that bacteria as a rule can not
be distinguished and classified by their appearance, but their
characteristic growth on different media is absolutely essential

for this purpose. Because we can not watch the growth of one special
bacterium and since we must resort to the watching of groups or
colonies, it is necessary that we have only one" species present
or what is usually known as a PURE CULTURE. As bacteria are found
in nature they are nearly always miyed and it is therefore necessary
to make separations so that the growth of a single bacterium is
obtained. The best and most ready way to make separati ons i s to
grow them on solid media such as agar or gelatin. The medium is
first melted, then it Is inoculated with the material containing
the form wished to be separated. The entire contents of a tube
is then poured into a Petri dish where it is allowed to grow
until all the colonies plainly show. Each colony represents the
growth from a single bacterium and a pure culture can easily be
obtained by inoculation into other media from one of the colonies.
The media used in this work for the determination of species
were: bouillon, gelatin, agar, potato, and milk;' litmus milk was
used to test for acid formation. Bacteria like all other plants
grow differently in different soils; it is therefore necessary
that the media should each be alike every time and always be made
according to a definite formula. The' formula used for making medii
for this work were the same as thase used by Fuller and Cope land
in their water investigations, a full account of which may be
,
found in Massachusetts State Board of Health Report, 1895. Briefly
1
the processes are as follows:
Boui 1 Ion, beef infusion, is made by placing one pound of finely
chopped meat, as free from fat as oossible in one liter ot water.
It is set away in a cold place, preferably in an ice-chest, for
twenty^four hours, wBiile still cold it is strained throu^^h double
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thickness of cheese-cloth in order to remove all fat and particles
of beef. One percent of peptone, that is ten grains to the above
amount is added while boilino^. Now boil for about ten minutes and
then strain out the orecipitated particles and make up the solution ,
ekactly to one liter. Next it is made strictly neutral to phenol-
phthalein. After it is thus neutralized it is made acid to the
desired degree, by adding normal hydrochloric acid. For my work
ten on Smith scale was used, that is, ten c.c. of normal aaid to
,
the liter. This was used because it corresponds quite closely to
j
the acidity of normal milk and it is what is most commonly used.
The bouillon was then boiled for a short time,' filtered and steril-
,
ized. After the first batch all of this medium was made by using
Leibic'jS extract of beef, five grains to the liter of water, in-
stead of the beef infusion. When the extract is u sed the white of
an egg must be added to clear the solution.
Nutrient gelatin is made by adding to the water containing
five grains of the extract one per cent of peptone and. twelve and
one-half per cent of gelatin. Heat the broth until the gelatin
is dissolved. Then cool neutrali-'.e and add the whitesof two eggs.
Boil over a fftfe flame until the liquid becomes clean, that is
about ten of* fifteen minutes. Now fill up to one liter then neu^
tralize as before and add the required amount of acid. Again boil
for about two minutes, then filter, fill up to exactly one liter
and lastly sterilize.
Nutrient a^ar is made by add.ng to the solution of extract and
peptone one and one-half percent of agar-agar. The agar should
previously be dissolved in about three-fourths of a liter of water.
The mixture is then boiled over the f r^e flame until only about
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one liter remains. Next it must be cooled and the whites of two e^gs
added. It is again boiled over the f t'Be flame until the coagulum
is well separated and the liquid clean. Now make up to^iter
neutralize and acidulate. Boil it for a minute or two, filter and
sterilize.
The growth oh potato was done in tubes and not on whole po-
tatoes. Regular potato tubes were taken, that is those with con-
strictions near the bottom. In some cases regular large size test
tubes were used in which were placed lumps of cotton to supoort
the potato, to keep it out of the liquid which exudes from the
potato on boiling. The potatoes were first well washed to get them
as free from bacteria as possible. Next they were peeled and sectiore
cut with an ordinary apple corer. These cylindrical sections were
cut tapering at one end and inserted that end up into the tube.
The tube was then plugged and sterili:.'ed. At first they we're ster-
ilized by the three day method, heating fully for one-half an hour
on each day. No difference in growth could be seen when sterilized
in this way or by the use of the autoclave, so in the latter part
of this work the potato tubes were sterilized in the autoclave at
ten pounds pressure for one half hour.
For milk preparations fresh skim milk was used. It was ster-'
ilized in the autoclave at ten pounds pressure. The litmus tests
were made by adding to milk enough litmus to give it a slight
blue color. It was sterilized the same way as was the other milk.
The process of staining is so simple that it need not be
mentioned here with the exception of staining of B. tuberculosis
which is very hard to stain. These bacteria are very slow in taking
color and just as slow in giving up their color when acted ucon
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y decolorizing agents. This furnishes a very efficient method
of detecting tuberculosis. Its detection in milk is possiuie^by
the following method, lecommended by W.Thorner reported in the Exp.
'Sta. Record, vol. V p. 1045 . Treat the milk with a potash solu-
jtion to saponify the fat, and acetic acid to dissolve the casein,
lit is then whirled in a centrifuge for ten minutes. The liquid
^is then poured off, the sediment washed with water by whi rling,' and
the residue examined under the microscope, after staining on the col*' !
jjer glass. A very good way of obtaining and one that is often used
is Ziehl's method. The material for examination is fixed on the
cover glass. To stain it is floated film side down in carbolic fuch-
sin, which is prepared by adding to ten c.c. of saturated aqueous
|solution of cartjinlic acid eleven c.c. of saturated alcoholic so-
lution of fuchsin. The time required to stain is about a half hour
^r about two minutes when the stain is boiling hot. The excess of
dye is washed off with water and the specimen decolorized in five
|to ten per cent nitric acid. When the color begins to disappear it
is at once transferred to sixty or seventy per cent alcohol where
lit is left until almost decolored. Wash the cover and examine.
It is often of advantage to stain slightly with methylene blue,
before examining to give contrasts.
Next will be enumerated the species studied in this work.
The different forms were collected from different sources but
principally from spoiled milk. Some forms obtained from other
sources for the express purpose of seeing if they affected milk.
Firstwiil be given the species whose names I have beeh able to
find in Stenburg's Manual of Bacteriology and Eisenbe'rg's Bakter-'*
colische Diagnostic. Then will be given the bacilli not determined.
|,
Then tbe Microccocn' zlt)6 Dip lococci
.
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BACILLUS MESENTERICUS VULGATUS.
HABITAT. In milk, it may also be found in soil, water, etc.
rounded ends,
FORM. Short thick rods with rather small ^ivds-, sometimes in pairs.
A
MOTILITY. Actively motile.
OXYGEN REG. Aerobic, grows also to the bottom of the stab.
GELATIN. Small white colonies spreading and liquefying, later
forming a pellicle over the liquefied portions.
GELATIN STAB. Growth occurs along the entire line, liquefaction
most rapid near the surface; liquefied portion is extended through
the entire tube, and has a white oelllcle covering it.
STREAK CULTJRE. On AGAR a grayish white thick growth, gradually
becoming wrinKled or folded. On POTATO it grows especially well
covering the entire surface with a thicK folded growth.
BOUILLON. Growth produces turbidity, with a granular, friable,
pellicle over the surface.
MILK. Casein is coagulated and then almost completely peptonized,
the remaining coagulum settles to the bottom and the liquid is
slightly yellowish.
ODOR. Has a pecallar cheesy odor.
LitiTius. Produces acid.
SpORES. Large oval spores are formed, very readily, located at
one end of the rod.
STAIN. Redily stained with gentian violet.
TEMPERATURE. Grows redily at room temperature, also at 37 C.
REMARKS. It is one of the species commonly called "Potato Bacillus.
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BACILLUS CYANOGENUS.
HABITAT. Found In milk, also in sewage water.
FORM. Short rods with rounded ends about three times as long
as wide. It is often found in pairs.
MOTILITY. Quick darting motion.
OXYGEN REG. Aerobic, grows also to the bottom of the stab.
GELATIN. Small round colonies which under the microscope are yel- ,
lowlsh and granular.
GELATIN STAB. An abundant growth along the entire line of inocula-
tion, but no liquefaction.
STREAK CULTJRES. On AGAR a rather dark, gray colored moist growth,
the dark color penetrating the medium. On POTATO slight amount
of white colored growth, apparently moist on the surface.
BOUILLON. Grows rather slow, forming a brown colored liquid and
precipitate
.
MILK. Not coagulated but seems peptonized and assumes a oeculiar
slate gray color.
ODOR. Peculiar putrefactive odor.
LITINIUS. No acid is produced.
SPORES. Not observed.
STAINS. Quite readily.
TEMPERATURE. G<ffows best at room temperature, falls entirely at 37 C
.
REMARKS. Often called bacillus of blue milk. Produces a blue color
when acid is present.
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BACILLUS VIOLACE US.
HABITAT. Sewage water and milk.
MORPHOLOGY. Long slender, rather large rods.
MOTILITY. Quite actively motile.
OXYGEN REG. Aerobic, grows also to the bottom of the stab.
GELATIN. Grows quite well, forming small, white, irregular dots^,
'
gradually liquefying and turning blue.
GELATIN STAB. Growth along the entire line of inoculation, liq-
uefying most rapidly from top.
STREAK CULTURE. On AgAR it grows weU
,
forming a thick, moist,
violet colored film, the color penetrating the medium. On POTATO
a small amount of veyy deep, violet colored, rather dry growth.
BOUILLON. Forms a violet growth in the medium and like a vise
a violet covering over it.
MILK. Coagulated rather slowly and a distinct violet color ap-
pears after three or four days.
ODOR. Very peculiar, musty and putrefying.
LITMUS. No reaction.
SPORES. Not observed.
STAINS. Reacts readily with methylene blue.
TEMPERATURE. Grows best at room temperature, fails entirely at 37 C.
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BACILLUS COLI COMMUNIS.
HABITAT. In the Intestines of man and beasts.
FORM. Rather small short rods, about two times as long as wide.
MOTILITY. Sometimes slowly motile, often without motion.
OXYGEN REG. Aerobic, grows also to the bottom of the stab.
GELATIN. Small white spreading colonies, peculiarly spreading
from the center with fjringed edges , moist appearance, yellowish
granular in structure under the microscope.
GELATIN STAB. White growth all along the line of inoculation
and over the surface.
STREAK CULTURES. On AGAR a moist white growth, spreading by layers,
and having irregular fringed edges. On POTATO a moist, yellowish,
spreading growth is formed.
BOUILLON. Grows readily, forming turbidity and aglight covering
over the surface.
MILK. It coagulates in two or three dgtys and subsequently is
partially peptonized.
ODOR. It has a sour and disagreeable odor.
LITN1US. Acid is produced in milk.
SPORES. Not observed.
STAIN. Readily effected with metheylene blue.
TEMPERATURE. Grows rather slowly at room temperature, but very
rapidly at 37 C.
REMARKS. It generally gains access into the milk through the dung,
either dropping into the milK or on drled-up oarticles which float
in the air.
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BACILLUS INDICES.
HABITAT. From University of Illinois, Agricultural Department
stock.
FORM. Small, narrow, short rods with blunt ends.
MOTILITY. Actively motile.
OXYGEN REG. Aerobic, grows also to the bottom of the stab.
GELATIN. Forms small round grayish colonies which soon liquefy.
GELATIN STAB. Growth all along the stab and liquefies in funnel
shape," that is most rapidly from the top.
STREAK CULTURES. On AGAR a white metallic spreading growth which
later changes to a faint red. On POTATO the growth is slimy and
redder than above, being a brick-red color.
BOUILLON. The medium is very turbid and a slight precipitate is
formed.
MILK. Is only coagulated but has no signs of peptonizing.
ODOR. Has very little odor.
I
LITmuS. Acid is produced.
SPORES. None observed.
STAINS. Stains readily.
I
TEMPERATURE. Grows at room temperature.
BACILLUS EUTYRICUS.
I
^
HABITAT. Milk.
FORM. Long narrow rods three times as long as wide, medium size.
' MOTILITY. Actively rTiotile.
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OXYGEN REG. Aerobic, grows also to the bottom of the stab.
GELATIN. Small, granular, slightly yellowish, and liquefying
rather rapidly.
GELATIN STAB. Gro^s all along the line of inoculation, liquefies
most rapidily from the surface.
STREAK CULTURES. On AGAR it forms a yellowish spreading, slightly
wrinkled growth. On POTATO yellowish spreading growth all ober
the surface
.
BOUILLON. Grows very readily turning the medium turbid.
MILK. A very soft coaglum is formed which subsequently is almost
completely peptonized.
ODOR. Has a disagreeable putrefactive odor.
LITMUS. Shows a slight acid reaction.
SPORES. Forms oval spores.
STAINS. Reacts readily.
TEMPERATURE. Grows' readi ly at room temperature. Also at 15 to H C.
but much better at 57 C.
BACILLUS SUBTILIS.
HABITAT. Milk, air, etc.
FORM. Rather large thick rods, about two to three times as long
as wide. Often in threads.
MOTILITY. Actively motile.
OXYGEN REG. Aerobic, grows also to the bottom of the stab.
GELATIN. Smail, white, granular colonies, spreading in rays from
the center. It soon liquefies.
GELATIN STAB. Liquefies along the entire line of inoculation,
most rapidly at the top.

STREAK CULTJRES. On AGAR it forms a whitish folded pe} liclfi;. 'On
POTATO a yellow whitish folded growth covering the greater p^rt
of the surface.
BOUILLON. Medium is slightly tarbid with a v.rinkled growth over
the surface.
MILK. Coagulated and almost immediately peptonizes forming a red-
dish brown liquid.
ODOR. Peculiar sweetish odor.
LITMUS. Considerable acid is produced.
SPORES. Forms large oval spores near the middle of the cell without
enlargement
.
STAIN. Stains readily.
TEMPERATURE. Grows at room temperature and better at 37 C.
REMARKS. It is commonly called "hay bacillus". It is very common
especially in grasses.
BACILLUS PRODIGIOSUS.
HABITAT. Often found In milk, bread, meat, etc.
FORM. Small short rods about two times as long as wide.
MOTILITY. Not. motile.
OXMGEN REG. Grows also to the bottom of the stab. Aerobic.
GELATIN. Irregular round colonies, liquefying forming saucer shaped
depressions. Red pigment is soon produced.
GELATIN STA®. Growth along the entire line of inoculation, liquefac-
tion most rapid near the top, thus forming a funnel. The liquefied
portions turn red.
STREAK CULTURES. On AGAR a dense moist growth is developed which is
very deep red. On POTATO the color Is darker than on agar.
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BOUILLON. The medium is tarbid then tarns red with a red pellicle.
MILK. Milk turns red then is coagulated without subsequent pep-
tonization.
ODOR. A slight putrefactive odor not very disagreeable.
LITMUS. No acid p(roduced.
SPORES. Not observed.
STAINS. Stains readily.
TEMPERATURE. It grows readily at room temperature.
BACILLUS LACTIS ALBUS.
HA5ITAT.. Milk, found in-completely sterilized milk.
FORM. Rather large rods three times as long as wide, having bihunt
ends
.
MOTILITY. Motile.
OXYGEN REG. Aerobic. Grows also to the bottom of the stab.
AGAR STAB. Growth along the entire line of inoculation, slightly
feathery, most of the growth over the surface.
STREAK CULTURES. On AGAR a white, spreading, glistening growth.
On POTATO a small amount o* white growth.
BOUILLON. Liquid very tarbid and a ring around the surface.
MILK. A sof4 coagulum is formed which subsequently peptonizes,
the peptonized liquid is clear as water.
ODOR. Quite pleasant, very slightly sour.
LITMUS. Slightly acid.
SPORES. Large oval spores are quickly produced.
STAINS. Is easily affected with stains.
TEMPERATURE. Grows at 35 better at 37, very little or not at all
at ordinary room temperature.
f
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REMARKS. Was found in condensed milk that had been Kept in an
incubator for several days.
BACILLUSS ACIDI LACTICI.
HABITAT. Sour milk.
FORM. Short medium sized rods^ often in twos and sometimes more.
MOTILITY. Not motile.
OXYGEN REG. Aerobic, grows also to the bottom of the stab.
GELATIN. White colonies spreading with wavy borders. Under the
microscope they are yellowish and granular.
GELATIN STAB. Growth all along but more abundant at surface.
It does not liquefy.
STREAK CULTURES. On AGAR a thin, white, glistening, wa?^®|ri§fh^
On POTATO a shiny white growth is formed.
BOUILLON. Medium slightly tjrbid with a small precipitate.
MILK. Forms a soft coagulum which is only slightly peptonized.
Old cultures will only produce acid but will not coagulate.
ODOR. A peculiar sour odor.
LITMUS. Acid is quickly produced.
SPORES. Not observed.
STAIN. Stains readily.
TEMPERATURE. Grows readily at room temperature.
REMARKS. This is the regular sour milk germ, which causes normal
souring of milk and ripening of creams.
MICROCCUS ARKAFACIENS.
HABITAT. Ripe cream.
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FORM. Ratter small coccus, selfjom in twos.
MOTILITY. Not motile.
OXYGEN REG. Aerobic, grows also to the bottom of the stab.
GELATIB. Small, yellowish, granular, regular outlined colonies.
GELATIN STAB. Growth along the entire line. It liquefies most
rapidly from the top.
STREAK CULTURE. On AGAR it forms a glistening porcelain, white
finely to bed elevated growth.
BOUILLON. Medium becomes turbid.
MILK. Milk is slowly coagulated with but little peptonization.
ODOR. Has a pleasant but not a strong odor.
I
LITMUS. A small amount of acid is produced.
SPORES. Not observed.
STAIN. Stains readily.
TEMPERATURE. Grows at ordinary room temperature.
REMARKS. This is one of the forms that give aroma to butter and
this particular one is furnished by the Duplex Butter Co. as a
culture to add to cream to produce good butter.
I
MICROCCUS AOUATILIS.
!
HAEITAT, In air and milk.
FORM. Very small Micrococcus often in pairs.
MOTILITY. Not motile.
OXYGEN REG. Aerofeic, grows also to the bottom of the stab.
GELATIN. White spreading moist colonies.
GELATIN STAE. White, spreading over the surface. There is growth
all along the stab, having a kind of feathery appearance. No
. liquefaction.
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STREAK CULTURES. On AGAR white regular growth. On POTATO a thrifty
growth the same color as the potato.
BOUILLON. Grows rather slow, turns the medium turbid.
MILK. Does not coagulate or change in color.
ODOR. Has a peculiar bjt not very pleasant odor.
LITMUS. Not affected.
SPORES. Not observed.
STAIN. Reacts readily with stains.
TEMPERATURE. Grows at ordinary room temperature.
REMARKS. This sample was obtained from the air of the University
Dai ry
.
MICROCOCCUS ACIDI LACTICI LIQUEFACTUS.
HABITAT. Air and milk.
FORM. Very large micrococcus, very often In pairs.
MOTILITY. Not motile.
OXYGEN REG. Aerobic, grows also to the bottom of the stab.
GELATIN. Small white spreading colonies.
GELATIN STAB. Growth along the entire line of inoculation, lique-
fying from the top.
STREAK CULTURES. On AGAR it forms a white growth whicn spreads
irregularly. On POTATO a grayish thrifty growth is produced.
BOUILLON. It quickly forms a turbid medium.
MILK. Soon coagulates but is not peptonized.
ODOR. Is between sour and putrefactive.
LITIMUS. Acid is produced.
SPORES. Not observed.
STAIN. Stains readily with methylene blue.
TEMPERATURE. Grows best in room temperature.
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REMARKS. This was found in the air of the University barn.
DIPLOCOCCUS CITREUS CONGLOMERATUS
.
HABITAT. Air and milk.
FORM. Medium to large coccus mostly in pairs.
MOTILITY. Not motile.
OXYGEN REG. Aerobic. Grows also to the bottom of the stab.
GELATIN. Small yellow colonies are produced.
GELATIN STAB. Growth all along the stab, liquefies from the top,
and leaves the liquified part yellow.
STREAK CULTURES. On AGar yellow, spreading, rather irregular
growth. On POTATO a bluish, thrifty growth, gradually turning to
a whitish powder.
BOUILLON. Is sron turned turbid.
MILK. Not apparently affected, ^ut a yellow ring is produced at
the surface, it later turns acid.
ODOR. Has a peculiar cheesy odor.
LITM'JS. Acid is produced.
SPORES. Not observed.
STAIN. Reacts readily with methylene blue.
TEMPERATURE. Grows at room temperature.
DIPLOCOCCUS CITREOUS LIOUEFACIENS
.
HABITAT. Air and milk.
FORM. Medium to large coccjs, mostly pairs.
MOTILITY. Not motile.
/
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OXYGEN REG. Aerobic.
GELATIN. Colonies round yellowish in the medi uniy spreading ir-
regjlarly at the surface.
GELATIN STAB. Liquefies from the top, does not grow into the medium.
STREAK CULTURES , On AGAR a brownish yellow pigment is produced, the
growth is not very abundant. On POTATO a yellow thick growth is
produced.
BOUILLON. A precipitate and yellow ring are produced.
MILK. A solid coagulum is produced which has a yellow surface.
It is not subsequently peptonized.
ODOR. The odor is putrefying.
LITMUS. Acid is produced.
SPORES. Not -observed.
STAIN. Reacts readily with methylene.
TEMPERATURE. Grows at room temperature.
REMARKS. Obtained from the air of the University farm.
DIPLOCOCCUS FLAVUS LIQUEFACTUB TARDUS.
HABITAT. Air and milk.
FORM. Small coccus in p?iirs.
MOTILITY. Not motile.
OXYGEN REG. Aerobic, grows also to the bottom of the stab.
GELATIN. Large yellow spreading colonies.
GELATIN STAB. The growth spreads over the surface but does not
liquefy.
STREAK CULTURES. On AGAR it forms a shining, yellow, irregular,
spreading growth. It is moist and thrifty at first, which shrinks
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later. On POTATO a yellowish juicy growth but not very thrifty.
BOUILLON. Grows well
.
MILK. No very great effect except a slight amount of yellow pigment
is deposited around the surface of the milk.
ODOR. Has a putrefactive odor, but slight.
LITMUS. No acid is produced.
SPORES. Not observed.
STAIN. Stains readily.
TEMPERATURE. Grows at ordinary room temperature.
BACILLUS NO. I,
HABITAT. Se'parated from a can of spoiled condensed milk.
FORM. Short thick rods with thick cell. walls. Occurs also in pairs
or filaments.
MOTILITY. Not motile.
OXYGEN REG. Aerobic, grows also to the bottom of the stab.
GELATIN. Spherical, irregular^ ^^angular, not spreading, white
colonies.
GELATIN STAB. Growth occurs along the entire line of inoculation.
No liquefaction.
STREAK CULTURES. On AGAR there is a white growth not spreading. On
POTATO there is only a very slight growth, hardly noticeable.
BOUILLON. Is rendered turbid in a short time.
MILK. Ratner qjickly coagjlates the milk, which is subsequently
almost completely digested.
ODOR. Has no very disagreeable odor but rather pleasant.
LITMUS. Acid is produced.
SPORES. Not observed.
STAIN. Reacts readily with methylene blue.
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TEMPERATURE. Grows at room temperature, but mach better at 33
and 57 C.
BACILLaS NO. II.
HABITAT. Separated from a sample of spoiled condensed milk.
FORM. Very small rods with obtuse ends, often found in pairs.
MOTILITY. Actively motile.
OXYGEN REG. Aerobic, grows also to the bottom of the stab.
GELATIN. Small white colonies, liquefying quickly.
GELATIN STAB. Growth all along and liquefaction from the top.
A sediment is deposited at the bottom of the liquefaction.
STREAK CULTURES. On AGAR there is formed a white, glistening,
spreading growth. On POTATO a dirty white, elevated growth which
changes to brown.
BOUILLON. Grows rapidly and forms a precipitate.
MILK. Coagulates the casein readily which is subsequently pep-
tonized leaving an almost clear liquid at the top.
ODOR. It has a very disagreeable putrefying odor.
LITIV1JS. No acid is produced.
SPORES. Not observed. .
STAINS. Quite readily stained with methylene blue.
TEMPERATURE. Grows slowly at room temperature, somewhat faster
at 33 and 37 C.
REMARKS. Produces gas, and a viscid stringy growth in all media.
J
It
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BACILLUS NO. Ill
.
HABITAT. Separated from a sample of spoiled condensed milk.
FORM. Large, short, thick rods hahrlng blunt ends.
MOTILITY. Slightly motile.
OXYGEN REG. Aerobic, grows also to the bottom of the stab.
GELATIN. Large, spreading colonies, liquefying and forming a scum
over the surface.
GELATIN STAB. Same growth all along but most thrifty and all llq-
u^ I faction from the top.
STREAK CULTURES. On AGAR a cream colored, quite thrl ~ty, slightly
wrinkled growth. On POTATO no growth ilras obtained.
BOUILLON. The liquid is clear but a precipitate and a pellicle
are produced.
MILK. Coagulates and is soon peptonized.
ODOR. Has no strong odor, very slightly putrefactive.
LITMJS, No acid is produced.
SPORES. Large ro and spores are produced.
STAIN, Stains readily.
TEMPERATURE. Grows at room temperature bit more rapidly at 35
anu 37 C.
BACILLUS NO. IV.
HABITAT. Separated from a spoiled sample of condensed milk.
FORM. Short thick rods having rounded ends and often found in
twos or more.
MOTILITY. Motile.
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OXYGEN REG. Grows also to the bottom of the stab. Aerobic.
GELATIN. Spherical, very small, granular colonies. Under the
high power yellowish, spreading.
GELATIN STAB. White spreading colonies all along the inoculition.
No liquefaction.
STREAK CULTURES. On AGAR small amount of white growth. On POTATO
the growth is very thin.
BOUILLON. Slightly turbid.
MILK, Milk is coagulated and subsequently peptonized.
ODOR. Has a putrefying odor.
LITMJS. Acid is produced.
SPORES. Not observed.
STAIN. Reacts readily.
TEMPERATURE. Grows at room temperature but better at 37 C.
BACILLUS NO. V.
HABITAT. Separated from a spoiled sample of condensed milk.
FORM. Rather large, long rods and with blunt ends, and often forms
fi laments
.
MOTILITY. Motile.
OXYGEN REG. Aerobic, grows also to the bottom of the stab.
GELATIN. Very small, white granular colonies.
GELATIN STAB. Very little growth but all along t^e'^inoculat ion
.
STREAK CULTURES. On AGAR white, spreading, irregular, quite thrifty
growth. On POTATO no growth occurred.
BOUILLON. Turns slightly t irbid.
MILK. Seems to make the milk more viscid, otherwise fto noticeable
change
.

ODOR. No particular odor^s noticed.
LITMUS. A small amount of acid Is produced.
SPORES. Large oval spores are produced.
STAIN. Is stained quite readily.
TEMPERATURE. It Is very hard to get a growth at rrom temperature,
but grows at 33 and still better at 57 C.
BACILLUS NO. VI.
HABITAT. Separated from a sample of spoiled condensed milk.
I FORM. Rather large, short, thick rods having blunt ends and often
forming long chains.
MOTILITY. Motile.
OXYGEN REG. Aerobic, grows also to the bottom of the stab.
GELATIN. White spreading colonies. Undsr the microscope they are
yellowish, granular even spreading, the liquefaction first forms lift
tie pits.
GELATIN STAB. Growth all along the stab with liquefaction most
rapid at the surface.
STREAK CULTJRES. On AGAR a grayish spreading growth which has a
decided metallic luster. On POTATO an abundance of grayish growth '
which is very even and smooth. ji
BOUILLON. Forms a precipitate and a pellicle over the surface, the
liquid remaining qiite clear. I
MILK. Is coagulated and then starts peptonizing mtil tihe coag il im
has almost completely disappeared.
I
ODOR. Has a mixed, sour and putrefying odor.
I
LITMUS. Acid is produced.

SPORES. Lar^e oval spores are formed quite readily.
STAINS. Stains readily.
TEMPERATURE. Grows at room temperature but better at 37 C.
BACILLUS NO. VII.
HABITAT. Separated from a sample of spoiled condensed milk.
FORM. Large rods with blunt ends, being five times as long as wide.
MOTILITY. Not motile.
OXYGEN REG. Aerobic, grows also to the bottom of the stab.
GELATIN. Small white granular colonies.
GELATIN STAB. Grows all along the stab without liquefying gela'.in.
STREAK CULTURES. On AGAR an abundance of white spreading growth,
which has a slight metallic luster. On POTATO a small amount of
white growth,
BOUILLON. Grows slowly and renders it slightly turbid.
MILK. Slightly thicker, not otherwise affected.
ODOR. No odor.
II LITMUS. No acid produced.
SPORES. Oval spores are formed.
STAIN. Stains reaiily.
TEMPERATURE. Grows sloWly at room tegerature, much better at 37 C.
BACILLUS NO. VIII.
HABITAT. Separated from imperfectly sterilized gelatin.
FORM. Medium sized, long slender rods with rounded edges.
MOTILITY. Actively motile.
OXYGEN REG. Aerobic.
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GELATIN. Small, white, glistening colonies, with fringed edges.
GELATIN STAB. Grows only at the surface and does not liquefy.
STPEAK CULTURES. On AGAR a thri fty, white , glistening growth which
later changes to a cream color. On POTATO very little growth,
a moistness appearing at the place of inoculation.
BOUILLON. The liquid remains clear but it forms a pellicle over
the surface.
MILK. Shows no signs of growth in milk but the presence of bac-
teria can be noticed under the microscope.
ODOR. Very little or no odor Is produced.
LITMUS. Not affected.
SPORES, Rather large spherical spores are found.
TEMPERATURE. Grows very slowly at room temperature, somewhat
faster at 57 C.
BACILLUS NO. IX.
HABITAT. From the air of the University of Illinois barn.
FORM. Quite large rods almost two times as long as wide. They
sometimes form short chains.
MOTILITY. Slightly motile.
OXMGEN REG. Aerobic, grows also to the bottom of the stab.
GELATIN. White, irregular, spreading colonies.
GELATIN STAB. Grows along the entire length of the stab, lique-
fying in a funnel shape.
STREAK CULT:RES. On AGAR it forms a smooth glistening surface
which later dries and wrinkles. On POTATO, a thrifty growth about
the same color as the potato.
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BOUILLON. Forms a precipitate and a pellicle but leaves the liquid
turbid
.
MILK. Coagulates and peptonizes rapidly and almost completely,
leaving the liquid a kind of a yellowish color.
ODOR. A putrefying disagreeable odor.
LITM^JS. Acid is produced.
SPORES. Oval spores are produced.
STAIN. Reacts readily with methylene blue.
TEMPERATURE. Grows rapidly at room temperature.
BACILLUS NO. X.
HABITAT. Sour milk.
FORM. Small rods with round ends being about two times as long
as wide.
MOTILITY. Actively motile.
OXYGEN REG. Aerobic, grows also to the bottom of the stab.,
GELATIN. Small granular colonies liquefying very rapidly.
GELATIN STAB. Grows all along the line of inoculation, liquefies
in a funnel shape.
STREAK CULTURES. On AGAR it forms a white, spreading, glistening,"
growth. On POTATO the growth is grAyish white, covering the entire
potato
.
BOUILLON. Liquid is rendered turbid.
MILK. Forms a hard coagulum which subsequently peptonizes, leaving
a clear watery liquid.
ODOR. Has a peculiar sour odor.
LITIVIUS. Acid is produced.
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SPORES. Not observed.
TEMPERATURE. Grows quite rapidly at room temperature.
BACILLJS NO. XI
.
HABITAT. Separate^ from the foremilk of a cow.
FORM. Medium sized, short, thick rods, with blunt ends'y 'being
about two times as large as wide. It sometimes forms very short
chains.
MOTILITY. Not motile.
OXYGEN REG. Aerobic, grows also to the bottom of the stab.
GELATIN. Small, whitish, regular, granular colonies.
GELATIN STAB. Growth all along but more abundant at the surface.
Not liqu»fying.
STREAK CULTURES. On AGAR the growth is white, spreading, glistening,
with a slight metallic luster. On POTATO a thrifty grayish growth.
BOUILLON. Grows slowly but renders medium turbid.
ijMILK. Afier about a week there is an appearance of coagulation,
! the coaguljm is very soft.
ODOR. A rather pleasant odor.
J
!|
LITMUS. Acid is produced,
ji SPORES. Not observed.
'TEMPERATURE. Grows rather slowly at room temperature, better at 35 G
BACILLUS NO. XII.
HABITAT. Separated from imperfect sterilized agar.
FORM. Short t'lick rods often in short chains.
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MOTILITY. Slowly motile.
OXYGEN REG. Aerobic.
GELATIN. Splierical, granular, yellowish]^ 'regular o it lined colonies
I
GELATIN STAB. Growth only at the surface, liquefying.
STREAK CULTJRES. On AGAR white spreading, glistening growth.
On POTATO a large amount of elevated growth, the same color as
the potato.
BOUILLON. The medium becomes bery turbid,
MILK. Not affected.
ODOR. No odor is noticed in milk but in gelatin a very disagree-
able rotten odor.
LITMUS. No acid is produced.
I
SPORES. Not observed.
j
STAIN. Stains with gentian violet.
I
TEMPERATURE. Grows quite rapidly at room temperature.
BACILLUS NO. XIV.
HABITAT, Separated from sewage water.
FORM. Rather large long rods with blunt ends.
MOTILITY. Slowly motile..
OXYGEN REG. Aerobic, grows also to the bottom of the stab.
GELATIN. Yellowish, granular, colonies spreading in a thin film
over the surface
.
GELATIN SLAB. Grows all along the inoculation but most rapidly at
the surface. It does not liquefy.
STREAK CULTURES. On AGAR the growth is yellowish, very thrifty,
spreading slightly with frizzy edges. On POTATO a slight amount
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of white growth at the place of iaoculation.
BOUILLON. Forms a precipitate leaving the liquid tjrbid.
MILK. Is not coagulated but forms a yellow precipitate.
ODOR. Has a slight putrefactive odor;
LITMJS. No acid is produced.
SPORES. Oval spores are formed quite readily.
STAIN. Reacts with the ordinary stains.
TEMPERATURE. Grows rapidly at room temperature.
BACILLUS NO. XV.
HABITAT. Found in perfectly sterilized potato.
FORM. Large rods with rounded ends, being about two times as long .
as wide.
MOTILITY. Slowly motile.
OXYGEN REG. Aerobic.
GELATIN. The colonies at first spherical then spreading irregularly
GELATIN STAB. Growth only at the surface, it liquefies and forms
a scum, also a precipitate at the bottom of the liquefied part.
STREAK CULTURES. On AGAR a spreading, whl te
,
white, wrinkled growth.
On POTATO a large amouil^t of wrinkled growth pinkish in color.
BOUILLON. Grows rather slow, forming a pellicle and leaving the
1 iquld c lear
.
MILK. Is coagulated rather quickly and subsequently completely
peptonized. The liquid remaining is a dirty slightly yellowish
color
.
ODOR. Is very l?ad putrefying.
LITMUS. No acid is produced.
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SPORES. Oval spores are produced.
TEMPERATURE. Grows reatiily at room temperature.
BACILLUS NO. XVI I
.
HAEITAT. Separated from the stripping of coW's milk.
FORM. Rather small slender rods about three times as long as wide.
It often forms chains.
MOTILITY. Slowly motile.
OXYGEN REG. Aerobic, grows also to the bottom of the stab.
i
j
GELATIN. Yellowish spreading colonies, with irregular outlines.
' GELATIN STAB. Most of the growth is at the surface;, but some growth
j
the entire length of the stab. It liquefies very slowly.
: STREAK CULTURES. On AGAR a yellowish spreading growth. On POTATO
a small amount of growth the same color as the potato.
BOUILLON. The medium becomes very turbid and a slight precipitate
is formed.
I MILK. No coagulation occurs bit the milk becomes slightly yellow.
ODOR. A sweetish disagreeable odor is produced.
1
LITIVfUS. No acid is produced.
SPORES. Not observed. .
STAIN. Reacts readily with methylene blue.
TEMPERATURE. Grows readily at room temperatjre.
BACILLUS NO. XVI I
.
HAEITAT. Obtained from the air of the University of Illinois
barn
.
FORM. Very small rods about four times as long as wide.
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MOTILITY. Actively motile.
OXYGEN REG. Aerobic.
GELATIN. Small, white, spherical colonies.
GELATIN STAB. Grows only at the surface and liquefies slowly,
STREAK CULTURES. On AGAR yellowish gray, quite thrifty/ spreading
growth. On POTATO an elevateS^yellow shining growth.
BOUILLON. Produces a white pellicle leaving the liquid slightly
turbid.
MILK. Is quickly coagulated and later almost completely dissolves
the coagulum, leaving a dirty yellow liquid.
ODOR, A very bad putrefying odor.
LITMUS. Acid is produced.
SPORES. Not observed,
j
STAIN. Stains with methylene blue.
TEMPERATURE. Grows at room temperature.
BACILLUS NO. XVIII.
HABITAT. Separated from imperfectly sterilized agar,
i FORM. Slender but very small rods with blunt ends, found to form
' fi lament s .
.
MOTILITY. Motile.
' OXYGEN REG. Aerobic.
^\ GELATIN. Small, yellowish, granular, irregular, spreading. The
plate having a very bad putrefying moldy odor.
ij GELATIN STAB. Grows only at the surface and liquefies very slowly.
J
j
STREAK CULTURES. On AGAR a cream colored, irregular, spreading
growth. On POTATO a yellowish brown, moist, thrifty growth.
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ii
BOUILLON. Grows rapidly and renders the medium tarbld.
I
I
MILK. Is not coagulated bit the color is changed to a slight
yel lowish.
ODOR. The odor is bad putrefying similar to that of the plate.
jj
jj
LITIMUS. A slight amount of acid is produced.
|i SPORES. Not observed.
' TEMPERATURE. Grows very readily at room temperature.
BACILLUS NO. XIX.
HABITAT. Separated from the foremilk of a cow.
I
FORM. Slhort, thick, medium sized rods with blunt ends and having
very thicK cell walls.
MOTILITY. Not motile.
OXYGEN REG. Aerobic, grows also to the bottom of the stab.
: GELATIN. White, spheriial colonies. Those at the surface spread"
'j
|j
quite rapidly.
i| GELATIN STAB. Growth all along the stab, spreading over the surface
i;
and slowly liquefying.
i
STREAK CULTURES. On AGAR a white thrifty growth. On POTATO a
i! yellowish gray, shining, thrifty growth.
BOUILLON. Is rendered turbid and a precipitate is formed.
MILK Is soon coagul^fSd and subsequently peptonized.
ODOR. A pleasant sour odor, not ielery strong,
j
LITIMUS. A considerable acid is produced.
SPORES. Not observed.
STAIN. Reacts with methylene blje.
;
TEMPERATURE. Grows readily at room temperature.
REMARK. The rods are much larger on potato than on other media,
and sometimes it is found in twos or pairs.
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MICROCOCCUS. NO . I .
HABITAT. Separated from incompletely sterilized milk.
FORM. Very small spheres, seldom in twos.
MOTILITY. Not motile.
OXYGEN REG. Aerobic.
GELATIN. The growth on gelatin was not observed because it could
not be grown except in incubator.
AGAR PLATE. Small, round, spreading colonies are produced.
STREAK CULTURES. On AGAR a thin whttte spreading growth irregular
in outline. On POTATO quite thrifty, slightly elevated, grayish
growth.
BOUILLON. Grows quite rapidly and the medium is rendered turbid.'
MILK. Is soon coagulated and subsequently peptonized. The coagulum
is rather hard and tough.
ODOR. Very little odor if any is produced.
LITMUS. Acid is produced.
SPORES. Not observed.
STAIN. Reacts with methylene blue.
TEMPERATURE. Does not grow in room temperature but very rapidly !
at 35 or 57C.
MICROCOCCUS NO. II.
HABITAT. Separated from a spoiled sample of condensed milk.
FORM. Small spheres, often in twos and fours.
MOTILITY. Not motile.
OXYGEN REG. Aerobic. Grows also to the bottom of the stab.
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I
GELATIN. Small white colonies^ under the microscope they appear
as yellowish, granular, regular outlines.
GELATIN STAB. Grows along the entire length of the stab, no lique-
faction takes place.
STREAK CULTURES. On AGAR a very thrifty white growth. On R9UT0
a small amount of grayish colored growth.
|
BOUILLON. Produces a slight precipitate, and renders the medium
slightly t jrbid.
MILK. Apparently not affected. |l
ODOR. An odor similar to that of sour milk is noticed, except
that it is fainter.
LITMUS. Abtd is produced.
SPORES. Not observed.
STAINS. Reacts readily with methylene blue.
TEMPERATURE. Grows at room temperature and at 57 C.
DIPLOCOCCUS NO. I .
HABITAT. Separated from the foremilk of a cow.
FORM. Medium sized spheres mostly in twos.
MOTILITY. Not motile.
OXYGEN REG. Aerobic, grows also to the bottom of the stab.
GELATIN. Small, spherical, granular, irregular colonies.
GELATIN STAB. There v;as a yellowish growth along the entire line
of inoculation, most growth at the surface, but no liquefaction.
STREAK CULTURES. On AGAR a considerable amount of pale yellowish
growth. On POTATO an abundance of white powdery elevated growth.
BOUILLON. Renders it turbid.
MILK. Coagulates and later the coagulum is digested.
t
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ODOR. Has a pleasant sour odor.
LITMUS. Acid is produced.
SPORES. Not observed
TEMPERATURE. Grows rather slowly at room temperature.
DIPLOCOCCUS NO. II
.
HABITAT. Obtained from the air of the University barn.
FORM. Medium to large spheres mostly in twos.
MOTILITY. Not motile.
OXYGEN REG. Aerobic. Grows also to the bottom of the stab.
GELATIN. Small, yellowish, spherical colonies, liquefying in saucer
'i
shaped pits.
GELATIN STAg. Growth along the entire line of inoculation,- liq-
uefying in a funnel shape.
STREAK CULTURES. On AGAB a yellowish, glistening, quite thrifty
growth. On POTATO a small amount of yellowish growth.
BOUILLON. Is rendered very turbid.
MILK. Milk is soon coagulated producing a rather soft coagulum.
It is afterwards peptonized, producing a slightly yellowish liquid,
and not very clear.
ODOR. A peculiar musty putrefying odor is produced.
SPORES. Not observed.
TEMPERATURE. Grows very rapidly at room temperature.
DIPLOCOCCUS NO. 1 1 I .
||
HABITAT. Obtained from the air of the laboratory.
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roPM. Rather large spheres mostly in twos but sometimes in fours.
MOTILITY. Not motile.
OXYGEN REG. Aerobic, grows also to the bottom of the stab.
GELATIN, Small white colonies .Under the microscope yellowish,
granular and spreading evenly.
GELATIN STAB. Growth along the entire line and not liquefying.
STREAK CULTURES. On AGAR a white irregular, spreading growth. On P05.
TATO a small amount of grayish growthy changing to a white powder, ii
BOUILLON. A small precipitate is produced and the medium rendered
only slightly tjrbid.
MILK . The milk is apparently not changed.
ODOR. Has a peculiar patrefying odor, appearing to be somewhat musty
LITMUS. Very slightly acid.
STAIN. Reacts rather slowly with methylene blue.
SPORES. Not observed.
TEMPERATURE. Grows rather slowly.
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Turninc^ now to tbe cl5»emistry of tfee sijbiect we know that near-
ly every soecies of bacteria nrodiices some kind of by-oroduct.
Quite often ooisons are seoarated from mil'- and tbese are in most
cases caused by the action o^" bacteria. Tfee DOisons often known as
toxins^are ptoraains. A Dtomain, according to Novy, may be defined
as an ''organic cfeenical compound,' basic in character and formed by '
the action of bacteria on nitro enous matter''^ Ptomains consist of
carbon, hydro?cen, nitrogen and some oxyq-en. "^feoy are alkaline sub-
stances, which, when neutralized by acids yield crystal lizable
salts. 'Some of the ptomains are hi'^.hly DOisonous, this is however
not an essential property because others are wholly inert. Brien-
ger restricts the term otomain to the non-poisonous products,' and
calls the poisonous ones toxins.
The oresence of noison croducinp; bacteria in milk has often
cauned a <?;reat amount of trouble. They occur in all our food as
well as in milk. Many cases have be^n reported where toxin was
present in milk and caused serious illness and often d*eath,' to
all the members of a family or many of the patrons of a dairyman.
The same trouble has been roDorted from ice cream. The milk is
seemino-, ly not affected when consumed ?)nd nothin<T^ wrone; is susDected
until a few hours af ter.vards. The poison is o;enerallv present ii^
such small quantities that it can not lie d^etected by a chemical
analysis; but rerpembe rin^- that t]>e minutest particle of a ^rain
is enou^rh to kill a mar we do not wond^er why sugU- disastrous
results follow the use of such food-..
Most of the disease prod^cino- forms 60 their dama<^e to the
body by the Droduction of DOison. Thev do not d reduce the Doison
in the milk but when most active in their growth within the body-.
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When the production of poisons reaches a cert-ain point it will
prove detrimental to the bacteria themselves and if the patient
is able to resist this point the disease will not be fatal.
This leads us to the thought of immunity. A person once having
had a disease is not liable to take it again for a long time. The
disease produces in the system what is known as an anti-toxin.
This anti-toxin is produced even when a person has the disease in
a very mild form. In this way vaccines are made use of ; a mild form
of a disease is inoculated and a patient is rendered immune. The
inoculation of anti-toxins has also been made use of in the treat-
ment of diphtheria. It must be remembered that each species of
bacteria has its own anti-toxin. Certainly we do not expect a man to
be immune to all diseases just because he has had one disease.
Most of the common forms found in milk do not produce toxins
but they do act upon the nitrogenous materials. The action of most
bacteria upon butter fat is very slight. The per cent in milk has
been found to remain constant whatever the kind of bacteria acting
upon it. The amount of ash also varies very little because of Ipac-
teria need but the slightest quantity for their development. The
sugar, as a rule, is greatly affected, but differing with different
forms. In the decomposition there may be a number of produc t^s ^but
among the more common are iactic acid, butyric acid, carbonic acid,
water, etc. It is not necessary to go into full detail as to the
reactions that take place in the decomposition of milk sugar.
The nitrogenous materials, that is the casein and albilmen
are also greatly changed. Nitrogenous materials are absolutely
essential for the life of bacteria and these being the only nitro-
gen-containing compounti in milk are consequently ^reatly attacked
»
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by bacteria. As to what extent these nitroe,enous oroducts are
affected and what is formeti on their decomposition very little
is known. W.Kwh/ie in the Journal of the Chemical Society, 1893,
p. 232 reported that in Koch's work it was found that Bacillus of
tuberculosis produced proto -albumose , and deut rb-albumose but no
peptones. Hay bacillus when acting on milk also produce peptones.
Surely these nitrogenous materials, the most expensive of our
food constituents are importaiit enough to be looked after. It was
found on the analysis of a sample of spoiled milk that there was on^
a trace of casein left in the milk, showing that nearly all of it
has been changed to something else.
It was well worth the time to find out the effect of dif^
ferent bacteria upon milk, but more especially upion the nitrogenous
materials in the milk^and to determining what is formedand in what
I
amounts. With this end in view several samples of milk were ster^
ilized and a complete analysis was made of one" sample? the other
samples were inoculated with different species. For this purpose
skim milk was used for several reasons,' 1st it is known that bac-
teria do not affect the butter fat to any great extent^and 2nd
the mi Ik is easier to handle when there is no cream present.
About 500 c.c. of skim milk was placed in a flask and steril-
ized in an autoclave at ten pounds pressure. This was allowed to
stand a few days to see if it was sterile. It was then inoculated
with a single cultuoje. This was then allowed to act upon the milk
for about a month. These flasks inoculated with B^. sub ti lis, "
E. mesentericus vulgatus , B. butyricus , and B. coli communis
were kept in the incubator to allow the most possible growth in
that time. The other forms were keot at room temperature and
-
___=_===_==============_
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in a rather dark place. After they had worked for about a month a
complete chemical analysis was made of each.
The blank sample was first analy;ed for the specific gravity,'
total solids, ash,' proteids, sugar,' and acidity? casein was also
tested for and subtracted from total proteids to determine the'
amount of albumen. The affected samcle was analyzed as the above
with tije addition of a test for rennet. The casein test was al^an-
doned after the first few analyses, for it was found that only
the undigeated or undissolved portions would give a test for casein.
Rennet was tested for according to the method of Conft/storr ' s sta-
tion. The solution was run throu^^h a Bergerfeld filter, and part
of the sterile solution* was transferred by means of a sterile pi-
pette to some sterile milk and some to beisf broth as a check for
sterility. These wfere then placed in an incubator; if coagulation
occurred and no growth in the broth, it showed that the coagulation
was caused by rennet and not by the action of bacteria. The sugar
was determined by means of the polariscope. The acidity was deter-
mined by neutralizing with one-tenth normal sodium by dioxide with
phenolphthalein as an in dicatsr. Casein was determined by satu-
rating the milk with magnesium sulphate,' filtering and determining
the amount of proteids. according to the Kyeldhal method. The other
determinations were according to the methods given in my thesis for
the degree of B.S. that is, according to the method of analysis
adopted by the Association of Official Agricultural Chemists.
Considerable difficulty was found in sampling the milk. The
small lumps of casein could not be dissolved by the addition of
acids or alkalis, so it was decided to filter them out and call
them undigested casein. If it was present in large quantities it
A
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was imoossible to dry this to constant weight so it was determined
to ^et at this by the difference between the amount of total nitro-
|en in the original and the amount in the filtrate.
For the separation of the nitrogenous compounds a method was
obtained from the brief diagram given in A.H.Alleh's Commercial
Organic Analysis, vol. IV second edition p. 26. It was however
found advisable to make a few changes, and from the nature of the
material it was found necessary to make all the tests. The method
employed was as follows:
100 c.c. of the filtered material is placed in a beaker and
exactly neutralized to phenolphthalein. The precipitate is filtered :
off and the amount of nitrogen determined, by inserting precipi-
tate filter paper and all into a digestion flask and then by pro-
ceeding as usual. This gives the amount of ac id albumen by using
the factor 6.25.
The filtrate was divided into two equal portions. Part A
was slightly but distinctly acidulated with acetic acid, then boiled!
for a few minutes and filtered. The precipitate represents the amourt
of albumens or globulins. The filtrate is then saturated with
zinc sulphate. The zinc sulphate must be ammonia f ree and it must be
finely powdered in order to insure saturation. It is then filtered
and the precipitate washed with a satura.ted solution of zinc sulphate
The washing is doneon the filter. This gives the amount of detttro-
albumose. The filtrate contains in solution the pejDtone which is
determined by running one-fourth or one-tenth according to amount
contained, by the Kjeldalvf method.
Part B.of the filtrate was first saturated with magnesium
sulphate. The same precautions were necessary as vflth the zinc
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sulphate in the other case, that is to have it ammonia free and
also to have it finely powdered to insure saturation. It is even
harder to get a saturated solution of this than with the ?.inc sul-
phate. The precipitate was washed with a saturated solution of mag-
nesium sulohate and the precipitate gave the amount of caseinogen.
The filtrate was treated for dent ro-albumose , with zinc sulphate as
above described, and the filtrate from this contained peptone.
! In every case to determine the per cent the precipitate paper
and all was put into a l^yeldhal digestion flask and the amount of
nitrogen determined. This was multiplied by the factor 6.22 and
i the amount of material was obtained from which the per cent was
easily calculated. The results from the di ffererit analyses were as
f Ol lows:
-
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Tfeese analyses ren resent the milk gfter t>e solids or co-
agulated r.ortions are filtered off.
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The samples marked blank represent the test of the milk before
inoculation. After each of these are placed analyses of milk inoc-
ulrited from that particular batch. The analysis of No. 585 was
HlQ t
on a fourth batch, which was /analyzed before inoculation.
The specific gravity remains quite constant after inoculation
tending to show that the bacteria do not greatly affect tftis prop-
erty of the fluid. The acidity and sugar vary together, the sugar
decreasing in about the same proportion as the acid increases.
This did however not prove true in the case of B. cyanogenus with
which the sugar greatly decreased and the acid also slightly
decreased. In this case the sugar must have changed to something
I
else 'ttlfcn acid. B. cqli communis often employed in the' process of
rendering media sugar free previous to its use for the indol
I
test, has not affected the sugar very much if any at all. It was foi:
! this reason the analysis of No. 585 was made. This analysis seems
to verify the results obtained in No. 565.
I In almost every case the pl3r cent of total solids is lower
! after the action of bacteria, this is not only true as shown in the
j
column marked total solids, but also when adding to this the per
I
cent of undigested casein, which was filtered off before the deter-
i
i mination of total solids. The ash is not materially affected.
I
It appears from the second part of the table that the per
cents of dut ro-albumose and peptone are about the' same in the two
parts of the same sample, the difference bein- so slight that it
j
might be due to error in chemical analysis. It is not known whether!
these forms would go farther in the productisn of peptones if the
time were extended. It is very probable that they would in some
cases. Novy in a test for poisons in milk caused by bacteria, was
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in many cases only able to detect the poisons by letting the milk-
stand for several months. In other cases the peptones would probably
not be increased for in the second analysis of milk treated with B._
sub t i 1 i s and exposed about twice as long as the other case no great
er per cent of peptones was found. It is indeed slightly lower
but the per cent of protein was lower in the original.
Owing to the lateness at which this part of the work was com-
menced further analyses were impossible and for this reason no
definite conclusions can be drawn but it is evident that there is
a gteat deal of difference in the actions of these bacteria. No
two are alike in their action upon milk. They do not only differ
in their decomposition of proteins but also in their action upon
sugar in the formation of acid. It seems to the writer that
this opens a new field of investigation which should prove'very
interesting and valuable, if not from the practical side, certainly
from the standpoint of the scientist.
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